Abstract
inactivated transpositionally, and subjected to a degradation process [6] . As viral fossils, ERV 35 sequences were long considered to have no functional relevance in the human genome and 36 indeed many are probably functionless degrading fossils. Intriguingly, ERV-derived 37 sequences can, however, be occasionally co-opted by the host for various cellular processes.
38
As a classical example, ERV-derived fusogenic syncytin genes have important function in 39 placenta development and embryo implantation in mammals [7, 8] . Located in the vicinity of 
HERVH as a marker of naïve-like pluripotency

Conclusions
297
Here, we have reviewed the recent literature on HERVH in regulating human pluripotency.
298
The HERVH-mediated circuitry, modulating pluripotency has been evolved recently in 
586
TEs marked with * were demonstrated to retrotranspose in human [52] . Note that the 587 youngest LTR7, LTR7Y is (> 7MY) is included in the analysis (C). 
592
HERVH driven by the youngest LTR7Y is expressed from 8 cells to blastocyst. and expression of certain genes (example Gene B) (C).
